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Stevens-Deram-7518-K Cat

--KITTY

100

-10285-H pie -E ai ThirdR --- --GOODBYE SAY TO TIME IT'S
99
Cowsills-MGM-13909-M
--FRIEND A OF NEED IN
98
Tamla-54161-L
Terrell Timmie & Gaye Marvin --- --MINE WERE WORLD THIS IF
97
I

-2139-K -Hi Jaye Jerry ---

MAN HANDSOME EYED BROWN
%
-10302-H -Epic Lulu --- --HEART PEACEFUL THE ME
95

Naturals

&

-224-C Shout

Torrence George
STICK LICKIN' 98 95 94

-Atlantic Sledge Percy --- ---

95 80 80

---

SOLDIER TIN

& Mich

-40526-K Philips
Ofarirn Abi & Esther
--- .__
ROCKEFELLA CINDERELLA
66
-72526-f -Capitol Staccatos
STREET WALKER 70 70 65
-294-L -Paula Playboys & Fred John --94 64
BUNNIE HEY HEY
-55365-J Brunswick
Basie Count & Wilson Jackie
LOVE PRECIOUS YOUR FOR 76 64 63
Breed-Atca-821-C American --85 62
LIGHT GREEN
Stairsteps-Buddah-26-M Five
ONE TO MILLION A 69 62 61
-10300-H -Epic Donovan
84 60
JUNIPER ER ENNIF J
-2138-F -Capitol Beatles
--MADONNA LADY
9
-2148-K -Smash Miller Roger
APPLES GREEN LITTLE

91 67

74

Tich

-4-44450-H -Columbia Gap Union
GIRL YOUNG 61100 33
Tremeloes-Epic-10293-H
ME LOVE YOU SUDDENLY 46 34 32
-2076-F -Capitol Campbell Glen
ONE LITTLE HEY 40 31 31
-703-M -Bell Penny Plastic
AM I EVERYTHING 41 33 30
-150-M Groove Delfonics-Philly
YOU LOVE I MEANS LA LA 73 so 29
Tamla-54162-L
Miracles The & Robinson Smokev
WANT CAN YOU IF 64 44 29
-35042-L Soul
Pips The & Knight Gladys
ROAD OUR OF END THE 44 32 V
Grapefruit-Rca-70000-N
DELILAH DEAR 33 26 26
-873-K Fontana
&

58

-1592-H -Date Herb & Peaches
LOVE OF COMMANDMENTS TEN 90 65 57
-44465-H -Columbia Garfunkel & Simon
FAIR SCARBOROUGH .-- 76 56
-3428-M -Laurie Guardsmen Royal
LOVE SAY I
-44425-H -Columbia Smith 0.C.
TRAMP HOLLER'S HICKORY OF SON
-264-M Whale -White Turtles
ASLEEP SOUND
Tops-Mala-593-M Box
BABY A LIKE CRY
Parade-A&M-904-M The

68 59 55

--- 78
54

---

81 53

--- 74
52

SONG RADIO THE 82 60 51

Carr-Goldwax-332-M James
WOMAN A NEEDS MAN A 65 57 50
-3405-M -Laurie Farm Balloon
TEMPERATURE OF QUESTION 63 56 49
-13899-M -MGM Formations
STAIRS THE OF TOP THE AT 88 66 48
-10256-H Epic
Stone Family The & Sly
MUSIC THE TO DANCE 71 69 47
-2484-M -Atlantic Pickett Wilson

LOVE JEALOUS 75 58 46
79

78

77

Move-A&M-914-M The --- --BRIGADE FIRE
76
-903-K Fontana
Beaky, Dozy, Dee, Dave --XANDU OF LEGEND
075
86

Hollies-Epic-10298-H --
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-3423-M -Laurie Chiffons --- --TONIGHT FOR JUST
93

Steppenwolf-Rca-4123-N
SOOKIE SOOKIE 97 93 92
-761-K City -Soul Wilson Al --- --DO GOTTA YOU WHAT DO
91
Robin-Abnak-127-J & Jon --92 90
JON DR.
-7172-P Arts Bizarre-WB/7 Harper's --96 89
SANDMAN CANDY COTTON
-40516-K -Philips Cheer Blue
BLUES TIME SUMMER 93 90 88
Blues-Deram-85023-K Moody
--SATIN WHITE IN KNIGHTS
87
Roe-Sparton-1659-0 Tommy --87 86
IT LIKE I DOTTIE
-77074-J-Apex London Of Lords --- --RAINBOW CANDY
85
-2490-M

HER KNOW TO TIME TAKE
84
Charles-Sparton-1660-D Ray --97 83
LIE A THAT'S
-681-G -Boo Power The & E.G.Smith
RUNNING ON KEEP 83 82 82
-2140-K -Hi Mitchell Willie -.91 81
SERENADE SOUL

Nilsson-Rca-9462-N
MARIE SISTER
Presley-Rca-9465-N Elvis
MALE U.S.

-5003-H -Immediate Faces Small
--- ---13892-M -MGM Posey Sandy --I'LL SOMETHING 98

REMEMBER

Tich

Foundations-Pye-833-C --AGAIN FEET MY ON BACK

loo 73
ECCLES JENNIFER
Mirettes-Revue-1004-J --83 72
HOUR MIDNIGHT THE IN
Pipers-Buddah-31-M Lemon --99 71
NICE IS RICE
-44413-H -Columbia Lee Michele
SLOANE DAVID L. 94 77 70
-5576-L -Cadet Strings Soulful
SPEAR BURNING 96 73 69
-904-G -GiantCycle Magic
LOLLIPOP DOCTOR 72 71 68
-5594-L -Cadet James Etta .-89 67
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-4-2787-H -Columbia Affair Love --68 45
LOVE EVERLASTING

Schifrin-Dot-17059-M Lalo
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 51 51 44
-2486-M -Atlantic Franklin Aretha --72 43
GONE BEEN YOU'VE SINCE
Debbe-TRX-5006-M & Gene

PLAYBOY

66 49 42

-2480-M Atlantic

Clay Judy & Vera Billy
MAN GIRL/CITY COUNTRY 61 47 41
-17041-M -Dot Bros Mills
DRIVER CAB 59 42 40
-4069-K -Dial Tex Joe
SCARCE GETTING ARE MEN 43 39 39
-40523-K -Philips Seasons Four
TOMORROW ME LOVE YOU WILL 80 52 38
Foundations-Pye-827-C
YOU FOUND I'VE
THAT NOW BABY 12 21 37
Troggs-Fontana-1607-K
AROUND ALL IS LOVE 55 41 36
Vee-Liberty-56014-K Bobby
TODAY JUST MAYBE 50 38 35
Monkees-Rca-1019-H --63

VALLERI

Mich Beaky, Dozy, Dee, Dave
ZABADAK 8
Cream-Polydor-541001-Q The
LOVE MY OF SUNSHINE 32
Rovers-Decca-32254-J Irish

UNICORN 89

16

25

25 24

2355

Cowsills-MGM-13886-M
FLY CAN WE 4 2211
-40517-K -Philips Bell Madeline
ME LOVE YOU MAKE GONNA I'M 47 35 21
Impressions-Sparton-1656-0
WINNER A WE'RE 14 9 20
-7068-L -Gordy Temptations
RAIN WOULD IT WISH I 10.11 19
-7170-P Arts Clark-WB/7 Petula
GOODBYE ME KISS 35 28 18
-66259-K -Imperial IV Classics
SPOOKY 3 8 17
-72770-K -Mercury Mann Manfred
ESKIMO THE QUINN 45 29 16
-1900-M -Quality Hermits
Herman's
LOVING YOUR
3 15
LEAVE OR TAKE CAN I
Dave-Stax-242-M & Sam
YOU THANK I 29 17 14
-4-44444-H Columbia
Raiders The & Revere Paul
TALK MUCH TOO 30 zo 13
-72524-F -Capitol Scaffold
MUCH VERY U THANK 16 14 12
-762-K City -Soul Dimension 5th
MAN CARPET 22 13 11
-0655-P -Reprise Edition First
IN DROPPED JUST 26 18 10
Mauriat-Philips-40495-K Paul
BLUE IS LOVE 2 7 9
-10283-H -Epic Fame Georgie
CLYDE & BONNIE OF BALLAD 27 19 8
-157-M -Volt Redding Otis
BAY THE OF DOCK THE 25 15 7
-7163-P Arts Association-WB/7
YOU TOUCHES THAT EVERYTHING 13 12 6
1

Fireballs-Atco-6491-M
WINE OF BOTTLE

6

-12203-J-Scepter Warwick Dionne

DOLLS THE OF VALLEY

9

6

4

5

4

Gees-Atco-6548-M Bee
5

-1119-L -Motown Tops Four
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Company Gum Fruit 1910
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WB/7 ARTS RELEASE "THE FOX"
AND "BONNIE AND CLYDE"
Burbank, Calif: Warner Bros./Seven Arts Records

stateside
PICKWICK'S NET INCOME UP 26%

IN FIRST HALF OF FISCAL 1968

Long Island City, N.Y: Cy Leslie, president of
Pickwick International Inc., announced recently
that in the six months ending Oct 31/67, net
income rose 26% to $306,440 from $243,251 during
the corresponding period in 1966 and sales were
$5,161,401, an increase of approx. 28% over last
year's $4,037,917. Earnings per share were 50.3
cents as compared with 39.9 cents (re -stated in
accord with the 609,165 shares currently outstanding) and marks the 15th consecutive six
month period that Pickwick has scored the highest

sales and profits in its history.
Pickwick 's gamble in acquiring new lines and
product has apparently paid off. At the beginning
of the six month period they purchased, for cash,
from the Seeburg Corporation, Barth -Feinberg Inc.,

a wholesaler of musical instruments and accessories,
and which was operating at a loss, and is now
contributing to profits.
Also during the past six months Pickwick
International, as a result of agreements concluded
with Dot and Mercury Records, in addition to those
already in 'force with Capitol, Warner Brothers/Re-prise and ABC Paramount Records, among others,
made one of the largest and most dramatic releases
of new recordings in its history. The Pickwick /33
label now contains recordings by such international
greats as Frank Sinatra, Guy Lombardo, Lawrence
Welk, Pat Boone, Liberace, Nat Cole, Dean Martin,
Billy Vaughn, Judy Garland, and the Minneapolis,
London and Chicago Symphony Orchestras.

Pickwick has also entered the English record
industry with the budget line Hallmark Records in
conjunction with CBS, a subsidiary of the Columbia
Broadcasting System.

announce the release of music scores "Bonnie
and Clyde" and "The Fox".
Charles Strouse composed the music in
"Clyde" which was produced by Warren Beatty,
who also stars with Faye Dunaway. Arthur Penn
directed the flick which is reported to be one of
the year's all time box office grossers.
The score in "Fox" was composed and
conducted by Lalo Schifrin, who is presently
climbing the charts with his Dot release of
"Mission Impossible".The picture also features
one song "Roll It Over" with both music and
lyrics by Oscar Brand. Mark Rydell directed the
film with Raymond Stoss as producer.
PEER SOUTHERN RELEASES
NEW DONOVAN FOLIO

NYC:Peer Southern has released the first of two
new Donovan Folios, "A Gift From A Flower To
A Garden", containing 22 selections, full cover
in colour, chords, lyrics, pictures and a full
colour picture of Donovan, suitable for framing.
Morton Wax Associates advises that the first
edition has already been completely sold out.
In addition to Donovan's two set Epic LP

being on the best seller charts, his single "Wear
Your Love Like Heaven" has also created strong
chart action.
WB/7 ARTS RE-RELEASES
POITIER ALBUM

Burbank, Calif: In view of Sidney Poitier's
current popularity with movie goers, Warner Bros/
Seven Arts Records are set to re-release aPoitiers'
album first recorded over three years ago. The
release will be backed by a major promo
campaign in addition to having a new title, cover
and packaging. The album "Sidney Poitier
Journeys Inside The Mind" with a sub -title "The
Dialogues of Plato - The Music of Fred Katz", is
comprised of several recitations with the Katz
score in the background.

DR. BARNARD WAXES FOR LONDON

NYC: Dr. Christiaan Barnard, pioneer of the
revolutionary new field of surgery (heart trans-

plant) discusses, in detail, the aspects of the
surgery, the selection of donor and patient, the
problems of matching tissue and blood types and
the roles of pathologists, anesthesiologists, and
other specialists, in addition to the step-by-step
basics of the operation itself, in a special two
LP package to be distributed by London Records.
The album was produced by Albie Venter of
Brigadier Records of South Africa. The deluxe,
box -packaged set spotlights Dr. Barnard as the
moderator of a roundtable discussion of how the
surgery is performed. The panel comprises
Barnard's top colleagues in the heart transplant
operations.
Although the release of the album was to be
aimed primarily at the professional and educational market, it is expected that the package,
which carries a suggested list of $11.58 (U.S.)
will pick up a sizeable consumer interest.
All proceeds from the sale of the album will
go to the Chris Barnard Fund for Surgical Research.
NYC BRIEFS

Harriet Wasser advises that Mercury Records'
The Blues Magoos have just finished up their third
album and are once again working the college
circuit. Also from Wasser is news that Elliot
Mazur, who heads up Elliot Mazur Productions will
produce a new album with singer Jake Holmes
with Charlie Fox arranging the Tower Record
release.
The Morton Wax office has news that David
Lucas, composer and record producer, is using
the following Tin Pan Alley talent in a national
FRESCA radio campaign: Peaches and Herb,
Etta James, The Critters, James and Bobby
Purify and The Sunshine Company. Lucas'
composition "Midnight Sun", produced for Clairol,
is being released by The Pink Cloud on Tower.
Spiral Publishers has set Gladys Shelley's
"Clown Town" with UA Publishers in England.
Also to England goes MGM's Boston sound LPs,
Ultimate Spinach and Orpheus for release.

RCA continued from page 1

RPM INTERNATIONAL
MUSIC POLL WINNERS
TOP
GROUP

THE BEATLES
Capitol

2 THE BEE GEES - Atco
3 THE ASSOCIATION - Warner Bros/7 Arts

TOP MALE
VOCALIST

ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
Parrot

2 TOM JONES

TOP FEMALE
VOCALIST

ARETHA FRANKLIN
Atlantic
GLEN CAMPBELL
Capitol

MOST PROMISING

MALE VOCALIST

LULU
FEMALE VOCALIST Epic

MOST PROMISING

TOP FOLK

MAMAS & PAPAS

GROUP

TOP FOLK

Dunhill
BOB DYLAN

SINGER

Columbia

TOP COUNTRY
MALE SINGER

EDDY ARNOLD

TOP COUNTRY
FEMALE SINGER

TAMMY WYNETTE
Epic

MOST PROMISING
MALE SINGER

BOBBY GENTRY
Capitol

TOP COUNTRY
GROUP

BEST PRODUCED
COUNTRY SINGLE

RCA Victor

Parrot

3 NEIL DIAMOND - Bang
2 PETULA CLARK - Warner Bros/7 Arts
3 NANCY SINATRA - Warner Bros/7 Arts
2 SCOTT McKENZIE - Columbia

3 FRANKIE VALLI - Philips

2 DONOVAN - Epic
3 JOAN BAEZ - Vanguard
2 JOHNNY CASH - Columbia
3 BILL ANDERSON - Decca
2 KITTY WELLS
3 LIZ ANDERSON - RCA Victor

Rock & Roll continued from page 1

common philosophy among music

authorities that the "art form" of
R&R that superceded genuine rock
was nothing but an attempt to upgrade
R&R which was supposedly getting
a bad name because of its simplicity
and because it supposedly appealed
to the very young.
Page 2
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SP

3 PETER PAUL & MARY - Warner Bros/7 Arts

- David Houston -Epic

record sales prove it. It has been a

THIS WEEK

2 BOBBY GENTRY - Capitol
3 VICKI CARR - London
2 SIMON & GARFUNKEL - Columbia

2 DOLLIE PARTON - RCA Victor
3 CONNIE SMITH - RCA Victor
2 STATLER BROS - Columbia
THE BUCKAROOS
3 FLATT & SCRUGGS - RCA Victor
Capitol
BY THE TIME I GET TO PHOENIX 2 SKIP A ROPE - Hensel Cargill -Monument
Glen Campbell - Capitol
3 YOU MEAN THE WORLD TO ME

combo sound may come back. A recent
controversy in England over the sideman session of the Love Affair's
"Everlasting Love" (which went to
No. 1) caused the union to look into
the use of sidemen behind a group
when no royalties were being paid to
the group. The validity of such an
argument might be questioned.
The big question is whether rock
and roll ever left us? The answer is
no. The record buyer has always
indicated a preference for R&R, and

the best known classical repertoire
performed by top Red Seal artists.
Initial release of the $2.49
package presented 29 albums including
Offenbach's "Gaite Parisienne" by
the Boston Pops Orch with Arthur
Fiedler conducting: Beethoven's

The revival of rock is ripe. Today
there is a new crop of ready youngsters waiting for music on their own
level and anxious to head for record
bars all over the world to BUY! The
sale of singles is dwaining, but
possibly it might be because single
material is being directed at the LP
buyer and R&R may put things back
in the right perspective.
The revival will inherit some of
the "art form", R&R has acquired,
while it was being upgraded, but if

the beat is the same and the message
is directed at the consumer of
singles, the whole thing will make a
lot of sense and a lot of dollars from
the sound of R&R (which should be
the sound, groups get when they
appear before their consumers, and
not a symphony arrangement of a teen
tune.) Let's hope!

"Symphony No. 3 in E -Flat Op. 55"
by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
with Pierre Monteux conducting:

"Ballet Favourites"....."Highlights
From The Nutcracker Suite, Op. 71a
(Tchaikovsky)", "Camaval (Schumann),

"Coppelia (Delibes)", "Giselle
(Adam)" by the Royal Opera House
Covent Garden under the direction
of Ernest Ansermet, and others.

I
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JIMI HENDRIX REVIEW
by Bernie Welch

The Jimi Hendrix Show, held on Sat. 24th. Feb. at the coliseum, in the
CNE, grounds in Toronto, was a great success, and the only disappointed
people, were those turned away at the doors.
A Toronto group The Paupers started the show, and what I heard of
them I enjoyed. I say what I heard of them, because they had only played
three numbers, when I was invited in to meet Jimi Hendrix and the other
two members of his group.

The boys were feeling a little tired, after having played 26 shows in a
row, with about four hours sleep a night. They had seriously considered
cancelling their Chicago appearance.
Jimi, Noel and Mitch are three very friendly people, and are easy to
talk with, and have definite opinions of their own, and what they don't
know, they will admit to not knowing. One of them went as far as to say
that Mother knew more about the pop scene, than he himself knew, and
defended himself justifiably by saying that he didn't have time to know
what was happening.
On the Canadian music industry's lack of impact, on the world scene,
the boys thought that maybe the time will come, when a Canadian Group
will make it, or maybe not enough effort is being made by the people themselves, who are content to copy others, such as themselves.
Some people in the audience may have wondered why the lighting used
in the first two thirds of the show, wasn't used for Jimi Hendrix, well the
fact was that Jimi didn't want it, and made that clear while I was with
him.

The other group that appeared was the Soft Machine. This talented three
man group was unfortunate by being the middle act, as everyone was waiting
for Jimi to appear, and this terrific group deserved full attention, and I for
one eagerly await their coming album.
I feel the wonderful lighting effect was used closer to this bands'
music than could be used on The Paupers and I congratulate the operators
on their effects.
By the amount of applause, Jimi Hendrix was extremely well received,
and anyone who went to the show with any doubts about Jimi Hendrix,
left as a fan, I know I did.
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RCA Victor's Ed Preston has been having a great deal of success in the
Ontario market with the first album release of 3's A Crowd "Christopher's
Movie Matinee" (DS50030). As a matter of fact, reports from record bars across
the nation would seem to indicate that "From 3's A Crowd - A great album has
happened". As a group to watch, they are perhaps one of the most spectacular,
and as proven by this album, equally spectacular on wax. Mamma Cass, as
producer, has proven that she is just as great a producer as she is a singer.
She may even be a greater producer. With this album, her aim seems to establish
the group as one to watch.
RCA Victor's Jack Feeney has news that Johnny Burt has just completed
a session for the CTL series at RCA's Toronto studios. The session is a large

The MidKnights have a strong release on WB/7 Arts

one with up to 27 instruments. New from CTL is "Stop 33" by Heygood Hardy
(1095). Hardy is house band at Toronto's Sutton Place. RCA has come up with
several aids in spotlighting the CTL series including a patriotic looking
browser box card inscribed "all Canadian all talent", and listing the releases.
One aid the CTL people might look into is putting their series on the highly
successful Camden label. A buyers price should be considered first. The
Carlton Showband, who have been having so much success on CTV's "Pig &
Whistle" are set for a tour of the Maritimes and 20 shows commencing May 3.
This should give a boost to their two RCA Victor Canada International albums
"A Night At The Pub" (PCS 1177) and "The Carlton Showband" (PCS 1173).
Charlie Camilleri, of Columbia Records, has a Canadian group going for
him that's almost too hot to handle. They're the Carnival from Kitchener, and
their Columbia single "Four Seasons" and "Out Of My Life" could just snap
them into national prominence. They've become somewhat of a hot property of
Dupont of Canada as well. Apparently they were flown to Mexico along with
CFTO's "After Four" producer and the results of this taping will be shown on
"After Four" March 23. The group besides cutting commercials for Dupont
have also come up with some very exciting spots for Kelloggs and B.F. Goodrich.
These commercials are to be aired nationally within the next few weeks.

Capitol's Vera Lynn at CTV's "Pig & Whistle"

MGM's Beacon Street Union forerunners of the "Boston Sound'
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A MATURE "SPRING THAW" LEAVES THEM LAUGHING

Toronto: Gino Empry, press rep for "Spring Thaw" is getting a good return on
his touting of "Thaw". His factual, uncolouring reporting of what "Thaw" was
all about gave Canadian critics, from coast to coast the opportunity, to take an
un-hyped look at the show. The result has been an almost blanket acceptance.
Being as this is "Thaw's" birthday edition, they're twenty-one now, and as
producer Robert Johnston put it, "It's time for us to put across a few points as
well as lampoon the country's foibles", The troupe is moving from west to east
with the following dates for April:
April 1-3
Kingston, Ontario.
Grand Theatre
April 4
Barrie, Ontario.
Centennial Colleriate
April
April
April
April

5-6
8

9-13
15-20

Windsor, Ontario.
Deep River, Ontario.
Ottawa, Ontario.
Toronto, Ontario.

Cleary Auditorium
Community Centre
Commerce High School
Royal Alexandra

Good news from down under for "Thaw". It's quite possible that the revue
may open in Sydney, Australia, where live theatre is busting out all over. Seems
the Aussies can't get enough of the arts.
KISS ME KATE - O'KEEFE MAR 25

Toronto: The Cole Porter hit musical "Kiss Me Kate" staring Patrice Munsel
and John Cullum, opens at the O'Keefe for one week commencing Mar 25. The
history of "Kate" is pretty phenomenal. It became one of the longest running
shows in the history of New York's musical theatre, running two and a half years,
a total of 1077 performances. Many of Porter's greats came out of "Kate"
including "Another Opening, Another Show", "Always True to You in My
Fashion", "Wunderbar" and "Too Darn Hot".

need&
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By Guest Columnist Stan Klees

What is psuedo-rock and why so we hear so much of it? Psuedo-rock is what

advertising agencies call "big beat". It is the "nice" word for rock and roll.
It comes about when rock is done by a group...of sidemen arranged by a GMP
arranger and written to satisfy an agency or a client (usually selling a hair tonic
or a teen product of some kind.)
When an ad agency is asked to do something in the current idiom (rock),
they usually don't know where to head, so they go back to their reliable old
jingle factory and dump the whole thing in the lap of their production associates.
Because of a lack of familiarity with the rock scene, and a vehement dislike for
young musicians, and the knowledge that most rock musicians don't read charts
(written music) the agency bunch go into a studio to simulate the "simple
three chord rock" and you later hear the result.
However, the younger musicians often do read music and if they don't they
have inherited the ability to pick up on the spot. Often the arranger might be
worried about losing his creative fee, and the composer doesn't need a genuine

rock tune since "anyong can write that stuff."
Today there are a few aggreeive people who can in minutes gather together
everything needed to create a completely genuine rock sound for a commercial.
Since the demand has never been solidly entrenched into the agency scene.
There is nothing complicated about getting a good rock sound on a commercial
agencies still rely on the "old reliables" and young people are the first to
know they are being "put on".
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`Best wishes on your fourth birthday.
I think the secret of your success is your willingness to remain with
Canadian activity. Canadian Broadcast people like this. They like to be
able to isolate the pictures. Billboard, Cash Box, Variety and the
Hollywood Reporter all succeeded for the same reason. Each one shaved
its goal to a point, and kept sight of it all the time.
When my copy of RPM arrives, I use it for the reasons I have stated. I
turn to it for that segment of the action, and it satisfies me that what I find
in it is what is happening in Canada. We've had overlap too long.
As some of your people write in this fourth anniversary issue, many of
us wondered whether the limp little thing would survive. None of us were
heavily impressed. But we read it. I think its best feature now is that it no
longer needs to be impressive. It is part of our Broadcast -Business lives,

and it fills a duty. It tells us what is happening in this country.
I know that much more is going on in Canada than is revealed in RPM,
but no doubt you know it too. As time passes, RPM will grow to meet more
of the action.
The feature I like best about RPM is its syntax. Maybe you are aware
of it, or maybe it is a style that you find comfortable: no matter how it
arrived, I do hope you continue to use it and avoid the cutie-pie wordforms
that I so dislike in other information papers. This jazzed up ring -a -ding ding verb form of reporting is lost on us 41 -year -olds. We don't want it
stuffy, but we do want it straight.
You've said in other issues that you invited comments. I'm sitting here
now trying to remember whether I have ever written a letter like this. The
answer seems to be NEVER.
I know the problem is difficult, but my vote is to stay in Canada.
Report on Canadians and their business. We can read about the foreigners
who dominate our playlists in foreign periodicals. We've needed a Canadian
picture of things for a long time.

As I said, don't let it overlap. Each week let us feel that 'This is the
who, what, when, where and why on the Canadian scene.' "
(signed) Kevin Frillman, Supervisor of Production
CKCB Radio, Collingwood, Ontario.
RPM WEEKLY ENCOMPASSING THE FULL SPECTRUM OF

THE CANADIAN ENTERTAINMENT SCENE
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FROM WINNIPEG
by Jason

Sunday, Febuary 25,1968 saw America's lovable couple Sonny & Cher at
the Winnipeg auditorium. A near capacity crowd will long remember the
excellent show they put on. The show started off with the big sound of The
Gettysberg Address, who were followed by The Sugar N Spice and The Fifth.
Both of the latter groups had problems with equipment and lacked the
professionalism and experience of The Gettysberg Address. As mentioned,
Sonny & Cher were exceptionally good, but they also had problems with a
band they had picked up in Duluth. The band only had a half hour for rehearsal
and really didn't know what has happening. In fact, they had a music director
who kept running around the stage all the time, and the show looked like it
should have been billed Sonny, Cher, & The Music Director!
March 23,1968 Wilson Pickett will be appearing at the Winnipeg Auditorium.
What has to be one of the hottest bands at the moment The Irish Rovers
will be appearing April 10, 1968 at the Winnipeg Auditorium. Their record "The
Unicorn" has taken the country by storm and is destined to be No. 1 across
the nation. It is already picking up momentum in the U.S.A. and could do the
same thing there as it is here. Good luck to The Irish Rovers.

I
I

Harpers Bizarre are scheduled for appearances in Edmonton and Lethbridge
March 20th and 21st, 1968.
Recently The Fifth Day Club came to Winnipeg. The club is for people over
21 to 35 years of age. The Fifth day being Friday and Friday being the day the
club operates, originated in Vancouver two years ago, and presently has
approximately 9,000 members in Vancouver. Within three weeks of operation in
Winnipeg, it has already obtained 800 members. The idea of the club is to give
a wide variety of entertainment to people over 21, which is currently lacking
in many cities in Canada. Future plans have the Winnipeg edition of The Fifth
Day Club bringing in The Detroit Wheels and other top groups. Also, future

plans call for members to have outings to ski resorts and trips to Las Vegas
are scheduled.
One of Canada's top night club acts Don Brown and The Sticks N' Strings
will shortly have a record released before they make appearances in the U.S.A.
Don Brown appeared on television many times and currently is appearing at the
Gold Coach Lounge in Winnipeg.
Watch for a folk singing duo called Bill And Carol who are currently
working the night club circuit throughout the Midwest in the U.S.A. They have
been receiving standing ovations everywhere they play and are setting up a

tour of the college circuit in April.
Vancouver's Retinal Circus will have Canada's top folk singing group 3's
A Crowd appearing on March 1st and 2nd.
Ex -Winnipeg D.J. Chuck Dan is currently the road manager for The Lemon
Pipers.

Manitoba and from April 28th through May 4th they'll be at Zorba's in

Edmonton. Their next disc outing is "Plastic People", set for release by

What this country needs is a good 10% booking agency, and it would help
if they were honest. We've heard stories lately of large booking agencies
threatening hall owners and dance operators with a blacklisting if they don't
book their groups through their agency. A check with the union finds that it's
against their constitution for a booking agency to have an exclusive list of
clubs or dance halls. But some of these booking agencies have got the hall
owners and dance operators running scared. Frankly we're a little disappointed
in the rabbitty manner of some of the old timers who have been operating
dances for many years and who are capable of screaming and hollering at a
group because they take a couple of liberties, yet cow -tow to a bunch of peanut
vendors. That's all they're making dad, is peanuts.......and you can see what
they've done to the music industry. Take a close look at the Toronto scene.
Toronto's Fringe are set to take another crack at the disc business. Their
first Quality effort "Flower Generation" received more of a response in the
west then in their own home town (which is par for the course). So now The
Fringe are just completing negotiations with Winnipeg's Transcontinental
Promotions for a western tour. Confirmed dates are April 5th, Fort Frances,
Ont. April 6, they'll be at The Gardens in the Lakehead, April 13, Shilo,

8P.M. MON. MARCH 18

Join Gordon Lightfoot, Bonnie Dobson,
Ronnie Hawkins & The Hawks and Jackie
Gabriel for a songful reflective hour of
love, life and sadness. Show of the Week
"Wherefore & Why" Monday March 18
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mid -March. They'll be interviewed on CBC's "Action Set" Saturday March 16
at which time you might hear their new record.
The Peter Stone Agency in Winnipeg are bringing the South 40 from
Minneapolis, into the 'Peg for appearances .at Camp Shilo March 24; The
Centre in Portage La Prairie March 25 and at St. Nicks March 26. This well
known mid -west U.S. R&B group have just released "Good Lovin" and "The
Penny Song" on Metrobeat. Also for Stone is five days of Witness Inc. action.
This popular Regina group will be playing the Winnipeg area from March 13
through the 17th, and before moving into the Toronto area, will cut their next
single in Minneapolis.
Melvin Metzner, manager of The Midnight Angels, is doing a bang-up job
in promoting his Pas, Manitoba group. The local record bar had to close down
after running out of copies of the Angel's Apex release of "I'm Sufferin" and
"(I Wish) In The Moonlight". Seems the excited fans were playing havoc with
the floor displays and just causing one great crush.
Sugar 'N Spice and all things nice. That's Winnipeg's Sugar People. They've
just released their first disc for Franklin,"Not To Return" and recently appeared
with Sonny & Cher (Feb 25). This group is unique in that three of their members
are gals. They've become so popular in the area that they've apparently been

skedded for an appearance on CBC-TV's "Let's Go".
The British Modbeats and Eighteen Century Drawing Room dropped by the
RPM offices last week on their way to Sound Canada for recording sessions.
There's a lot of thinking behind these two groups, who are handled by Image
Artists out of St. Catherines. They bear watching.

CBC-TV
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A Sammy Davis appearance can
almost guarantee its promoters a

full house. Advance ticket sales
for his two week appearance at
Toronto's O'Keefe commencing
March 11 is proof positive of this
money in the bank show -biz
phenomena. No sooner had New
York promoter Morton Wax moved

into Toronto to set up advance
television and radio promotion then
the public began lining up for
tickets.
Billed as the World's Greatest
Entertainer, Sammy Davis has
achieved success in all avenues of
the entertainment business. Born
into show business in 1925 he was
a natural to join the hoofers in
vaudeville. Hard times, a war and

an auto accident, that cost him an
eye, later, Sammy Davis, the multitalented performer is back on a
pseudo -vaudeville tour. What he has
going for him now, is membership in
the clan (Sinatra, Lawford, etc.)
movies, television and one of the
most difficult achievements, a
successful Broadway musical,

"Golden Boy", which is skedded
for an April opening in London after
a two year U.S. run. Davis will
again take the lead. His autobiography, "Yes, I Can" is still
considered a best seller.
The Davis perfection doesn't
come easy. He's continually working
at improving his act. His performances are taped with a closed
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circuit television and he appraises
these performances by viewing
them the next day and making
improvements as he goes along.
When Davis moves into an area for
one day or for one week he makes
the rounds of as many television and
radio outlets as possible and very
seldom turns down the chance to be
seen and heard by potential fans.
Another area where Sammy Davis

shines is his devotion to charitable
causes. His philosphy about charity,
"You get committed, and the one
you turn down may be the one that
really needs you".
In the short time that Davis has
been with Reprise Records he's
come up with seven top selling LPs.
His most recent being "Dr. Doo-

SAMMY DAVIS

w

little" (RS6264)
Appearing on the same bill is
Laurindo Almeida, now recognized
as one of the world's great guitarists.
He has been a valuable member of
the Capitol recording roster since
1954 and has released a number of
widely acclaimed classical guitar
albums. He has also scored for
several motion pictures including
"Maracaibo" and "Escape From San
Quentin".
Perfection and simplicity seems
to be the theme of any Sammy Davis
show and often the discovery of new
talent. The Characters and George
Rhodes will no doubt benefit from
their sharing of the Sammy Davis
spotlight.

